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Abstract— We present a novel energy management system
for residential demand response. The algorithm, named CAES,
reduces residential energy costs and smooths energy usage. CAES
is an online learning application that implicitly estimates the
impact of future energy prices and of consumer decisions on long
term costs and schedules residential device usage. CAES models
both energy prices and residential device usage as Markov,
but does not assume knowledge of the structure or transition
probabilities of these Markov chains. CAES learns continuously
and adapts to individual consumer preferences and pricing
modiﬁcations over time. In numerical simulations CAES reduced
average end-user ﬁnancial costs from 16% to 40% with respect
to a price-unaware energy allocation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Demand response (DR) systems [1]–[3] enables the dynamic adjustment of electrical demand in response to pricing
signals. DR offers several beneﬁts. By suitably adjusting
energy prices, electrical load can be shifted from periods of
high or peak demand to other periods, thereby reducing the
ratio of peak to average loads. This, in turn, can improve
operational efﬁciency, reduce operating costs, improve capital
efﬁciency, and reduce harmful emissions and risk of outages.
DR has been extensively investigated for larger energy users
and has been implemented in many areas (e.g., [4], [5]).
Residential DR [6]–[9] potentially offers similar beneﬁts
but also faces several challenges. Technical challenges include
the deployment of an infrastructure supplying real time pricing
information to consumers in a useful way, networking home
devices, ensuring security, advanced metering [9], [10] and developing fully-automated Energy Management Systems (EMS)
[9], [11] to manage home energy usage in a manner acceptable
to consumers.
There are also important decision-making challenges. Consumers make many energy-related decisions each day. With
real time variable pricing, consumers face an inﬁnite sequence
of decisions to either use a particular device now and consume
energy at current (known) prices or to defer using the device
until later at possibly unknown prices. Each decision implicitly
requires the consumer to estimate what future energy prices
may be and weigh this differential cost against the dis-utility
of waiting. This decision is further complicated by consumers
selecting devices in a correlated fashion (e.g. the range and
then the dishwasher.) We hypothesize that few consumers will
be willing to continuously make a sequence of decisions of
this type, especially when many of these decisions will have
limited short term ﬁnancial impact on the consumer. Under this

hypothesis, fully-automated EMS algorithms are a necessary
part of residential DR.
We present a novel EMS algorithm that learns a residence’s
behavior and automatically makes optimal energy scheduling
and allocation decisions. Our contribution is in modeling the
problem and using on line learning methods to optimally and
adaptively solve it. We call the algorithm Consumer Automated Energy Management System (CAES.) The consumer
decides what devices need to be run and makes an energy
reservation by selecting the device by, for example, pushing
the start button. CAES then schedules when the devices are run
and how much energy to allocate to the devices. CAES factors
in the statistical impact of future prices and the correlation
between devices selected by consumers. The CAES algorithm
minimizes the inﬁnite horizon average ﬁnancial cost of consuming energy and the average dis-utility to the consumer of
delaying operation of the selected device. The CAES algorithm
models both consumer energy reservations and energy prices
as Markov chains but with unknown transition probability distributions. To overcome this problem, CAES uses Q-learning
[12], a type of temporal-difference learning, to allow the
algorithm to learn the behaviors of consumers and to optimally
make energy consumption decisions.
Prior work such as [10], [13], [14], statically deﬁnes a
response to high energy prices using different cost functions.
CAES is different in that it
• learns the relevant statistical behavior of residential users
and residential energy pricing;
• automatically adapts to modiﬁcations of consumer behavior;
• schedules energy usage taking into account the long term
ﬁnancial cost and dis-utility of delay seen by customers.
These features, together with the possibility for incorporating
additional constraints and cost functions, make CAES a powerful and ﬂexible control tool for price and consumer-aware
energy management in smart residences.
Numerical results show that CAES signiﬁcantly reduces
the ﬁnancial cost of consuming energy with respect to priceunaware energy management. Moreover, CAES smooths energy usage over time and reduces the probability of demand
peaks. Simulation results show that CAES enables a reduction
of the average end-user ﬁnancial cost ranging from 16% to
40% with respect to price-unaware energy allocation depending on the value given to the satisfaction of the consumer.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section
II describes the system model, and Section III presents the
system performance metric. Section IV poses the problem as
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an inﬁnite horizon discounted cost Markov decision process
and describes its properties. Section V describes Q-learning
and the CAES algorithm. Section VI describes numerical
examples, and Section VII summarizes our conclusions.
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II. M ODEL
We consider a single residence receiving real time variable
pricing. Time is discrete t = 1, . . . , and pricing signals are
indicated by the pricing sequence p(t) ∈ R+ . The residence
has m = 1, . . . , M electrical devices, such as air conditioners,
ovens, dishwashers, computers, electric vehicles or other devices. Each device requires a certain quantity γm of electrical
energy to operate and complete its work. In some cases this
quantity can be spread over several time slots, perhaps by
running the device at a different speed or intensity. Residents
select a device and indicate their desire to run it by, for
example, depressing its start button. The consumer reservation
vector z(t) ∈ RM
+ captures this consumer action. If at time t,
the consumer selects device m, then zm (t) = γm . Otherwise
the value of zm (t) is zero. However, this action does not
necessarily start the device, but rather makes a reservation
with CAES to run the device at an optimal time to minimize
measures of long term costs, described more fully below.
The sequence of consumer reservation vectors, z(t), captures the visible actions of the set of consumers in a residence. Frequently, there will be statistical relationships among
consumer selections about what devices to run that can be
exploited to reduce overall costs (e.g. using the cook top
suggests the dishwasher will soon be run.) Thus, we model
z(t) as a Markov chain. When these behaviors are periodic,
such as diurnally or weekly cycles, a block Markov model
can be used. For clarity, we use a simple Markov model in
this paper. The transition probabilities associated with this
Markov chain can vary with different residences and are thus
assumed unknown. The Markov model can be extended to
force immediate operation of a device by depressing a button
a second time.
Similarly, the energy pricing sequence, p(t), is assumed to
be Markov, also with an unknown probabilistic structure. Note
that correlation between the processes z(t) and p(t) can be
easily modeled by representing the overall system’s state as
the aggregate (z(t), p(t)). In this case, the algorithm will learn
the statistics of the aggregate process.
As shown in Figure 1, the CAES algorithm takes as input
the sequence of consumer reservation vectors z(t) and the
sequence of energy prices p(t). The output is the vector
of energies allocated to devices u(t) ∈ RM
+ and is called
the energy control policy. The value of um (t) is the energy
allocated to device m at time t and is constrained to be
less than the pending energy requirement of device m. The
CAES algorithm ﬁnds the optimal energy control policy u(t)
to minimize the inﬁnite horizon discounted “cost”, which is
discussed in Section III. CAES may delay the start of a device
or allocate only a portion of the total energy necessary1 ,
postponing completion of the device’s operation until a later
1 For instance, light intensity, monitors’ brightness, battery charging speed
can be reduced in order to reduce the instantaneous demand for energy.

...

M
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Fig. 1.
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period. When only a portion of the necessary energy is
allocated to a device by the energy control policy, a pending
backlog of needed energy is created. The pending energy
backlog is written as x(t) ∈ RM
+ and
x(t + 1) = x(t) + z(t) − u(t),

(1)

where we note u(t) ≤ x(t).
We deﬁne the state of the system to be
Ω(t) = [x(t)T , y(t)T , z(t)T , p(t)T ]T ,

(2)

3M +1
R+
.

where Ω ∈
The set of possible energy control policies is deﬁned as the
set of all stationary state feedback policies of the form u(Ω)
such that 0 ≤ u ≤ x. Note, at time t, the current values of
the consumer selection process z(t) and the market pricing
process p(t) are known to the energy control policy.
A. Utility Functions and Time Preferences
Utility functions are set functions that mathematically represent (unconstrained) consumer preferences in the economics
and consumer preference literature [15], [16]. Utility functions
are an abstraction used to numerically model that consumers
prefer one product versus another or, as used here, that consumers have time preferences for things. Estimating individual
utility functions is very difﬁcult, with parameterized functional
approximations often used in applications. We follow this
approach here.
We assume consumers would prefer to have devices operate
sooner rather than later, and that we can express this preference
as a strictly concave utility function. For convenience, we work
with the negative of this function and call it the dis-utility
function Ūm (ym (t)) ∈ R+ . The auxiliary variable y ∈ RM
+ is
deﬁned as
y(t + 1) = θy(t) + (I − θ)x(t),

(3)

where I is the identity matrix and 0 < θ < I is a diagonal
matrix that parameterizes the utility function. Different residences can have different θ’s. We call y(t) the average pending
workload of the system as it exponentially smooths pending
energy backlog. More complicated averaging schemes, capturing more reﬁned consumer dissatisfaction functions, can
be modeled by choosing a (non-diagonal) θ as a ﬁltering
operator, but for clarity a simple scheme is used in this
paper. As consumers wait longer for a device to complete
its work, the dis-utility function increases in value, reﬂecting
the consumers’ dis-satisfaction of waiting. When θ ≈ I
consumers are sensitive to the average delay of a device
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completing service. When θ = 0, they are concerned about the
delay associated with the device currently selected. Different
home devices will have different dis-utility functions; Delaying
cooking dinner is a problem, while delaying the dishwasher
doing the resultant dishes probably is not. The approach can
also incorporate individual device constraints in a simple and
natural fashion in the form of modiﬁed dis-utility functions or
as instantaneous energy allocation constraints. We assume the
dis-utility function is strictly convex, positive and increasing.
III. P ERFORMANCE M ETRIC
The consumer bears two types of costs: ﬁnancial cost of
consuming energy and the dis-utility of waiting for a device
to operate and complete its work. The CAES performance
metric is the average total discounted ﬁnancial and dis-utility
costs over an inﬁnite horizon. The ﬁnancial cost at time t is
simply
M

p(t)um (t),
(4)
m

and the dis-utility of delay at time t is
M


Ūm (ym (t)).

(5)

m

Because Ūm is strictly convex, positive and increasing, every
energy reservation will eventually be satisﬁed.
For a given state, Ω(t), and energy control policy, u(t), the
cost incurred is the sum of the ﬁnancial cost and dis-utility
cost
Φ(Ω(t), u(t)) =

M


(p(t)um (t) + λŪm (ym (t))),

(6)

m

λ ≥ 0 determines the trade-off between the ﬁnancial cost and
dis-utility cost and can be seen as the dollar cost of average
delay. The average cost for period t is thus,
M

E[Φ(Ω(t), u(t))] = E[ (p(t)um (t) + λŪm (ym (t)))], (7)
m

where E[ ] is the expectation operator.
System performance is deﬁned as the total discounted period
costs over an inﬁnite horizon
T

γ t Φ(Ω(t), u(t))],
Vu (Ω0 ) = lim E[
T →∞

where π is any time sequence of stationary state feedback
functions contained in the admissible class Π.2
Equations (8) and (9) describe a discounted cost Markov
Decision Process, MDP, [17], [18]. The system state variable
is Ω. The energy control policy is a function of the system
state variable. Note that we are using the term policy to refer
to both the function and (more properly) to the sequence of
using the function repeatedly over the inﬁnite horizon.
The model can be extended to include many speciﬁc
consumer requirements by adding constraints to (8) or by
restricting the admissible class of energy control policies. For
instance, some devices may only operate at full power. The
result would be a constrained MDP.
IV. O PTIMALITY E QUATIONS AND A NALYSIS
Bellman’s equation [18] describes the optimality condition
for a discounted cost MDP. The optimal energy policy u(t)
uses knowledge of the current energy backlog x(t), and
average energy backlog y(t), current consumer selections z(t)
and current energy prices p(t) to adapt to changing conditions.
Knowledge of the values of z(t) and p(t) during the current
period allows us to use the post-decision form of the Bellman
equation [19]. Policy u∗ is optimal if one can ﬁnd a function
V (Ω) such that
V (Ω)

=

min (Φ(Ω, u) + E[V (Ω1 )]),

0≤u≤x

(10)

where Ω1 is the system state after using the energy control
policy u(Ω). The function V (Ω) is called the value function
and is the optimal cost when starting from state Ω. Unfortunately, Equation (10) is very difﬁcult to solve analytically
[18]. Numerical methods can be used when the state space |Ω|
is small and the transition probability distributions are known.
However, here the Markov transition probabilities for z(t) and
p(t) are assumed unknown. Consequently, our approach is to
to use an online learning approach, Q-learning [12], to estimate
V (Ω). We ﬁrst characterize the value function and the optimal
control policy to gain insight into the structure and properties
of the solution.
The cost function Φ(Ω) is strictly convex and, consequently,
it can be shown, using value iteration and elementary properties of limits, that V (Ω) is also convex in x and y. The
expectation operator preserves convexity, so

(8)

L(x, y) = E[V (Ω)],

t

(11)

where Ω0 is the initial state of the system and 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is
the discount factor. The discount factor reﬂects the fact that
the consumer may give greater relevance to the immediate
ﬁnancial and dis-utility cost. The expectation operator is
over {(z(t), p(t))}∞
t=0 , given the system starts from Ω0 . The
variable Vu (Ω0 ) is the total discounted cost under the energy
control policy u. Different policies can result in different total
discounted costs.
The objective is to ﬁnd the best stationary energy control
policy u∗ that minimizes (8). That is, we seek stationary
functions u∗ such that

is also convex. Assuming L is differentiable and the optimal
energy policy 0 < u∗ < x, then at u∗

Vu∗ (Ω0 ) = inf Vπ (Ω0 ),

2 By admissible class, we mean the set of all the admissible policy functions,
which is deﬁned by the action set and possible constraints.

π∈Π

(9)

∇u Φ − γ∇u L = 0,

(12)

p − γ∇u L = 0.

(13)

or equivalently,
Equation (13) has the interpretation of balancing current ﬁnancial prices p against the discounted change in average future
costs. The optimal energy policy simply allocates energy to
devices to balance these costs. If p ≥ γ∇u L, then it is less
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expensive to defer using energy and conversely. Note, the
effect of the dis-utility function Ū is captured solely in the
average future cost term L.
In the more general case, in which L is not assumed to be
differentiable, we form the Lagrangian and apply the KarushKuhn-Tucker (KKT) [20] conditions. We assume strong duality holds. The Lagrangian is
Φ + γL − ν1T u + ν2T (u − x)

(14)

M
where ν1 ∈ RM
+ and ν2 ∈ R+ are Lagrange multipliers. At
∗
the optimal u = u , the KKT conditions are

∇u Φ − γ∇u L − ν1 + ν2

νi
(ν1 )m um

=
≤
≥
≥
=

0
x
0
0 i = 1, 2
0 m = 1, ..., M

(ν2 )m (u − x)m

=

0 m = 1, ..., M. (20)

u
u

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)

Equation (15) requires the gradient of the Lagrangian to be
zero and (16) through (18) require u, ν1 and ν2 to be primal
and dual feasible. The complementary slackness conditions
(19) and (20) require the Lagrange multipliers to be nonzero if
the associated constraint is active. Because the per period cost
function Φ is separable in u, Equation (15) can be rewritten
component-wise as
p−γ

∂L
− (ν1 )m + (ν2 )m = 0
∂um

∀m = 1, ..., M.

(21)

At most one of (νi )m i = 1, 2 can be nonzero. When the
optimal energy control policy ui = 0, then
(p − (ν1 )m ) = γ

∂L
,
∂um

(22)

and the Lagrange multiplier acts to effectively decrease the
price of energy. Similarly, when um = xm , then
∂L
,
(23)
∂um
and the Lagrange multiplier acts to effectively increase the
price of energy.
(p + (ν2 )m ) = γ

V. Q-L EARNING AND CAES
Solving (10) for V (Ω) and u(Ω) generally requires knowledge of the transition probability distributions for z and p.
Unfortunately, the underlying structure and probability distributions for the consumer reservation process z are based
on the preferences and behavior of individual consumers and
are generally unknown. These preferences are idiosyncratic,
resulting in different probability models for different consumers. Further, z is the result of decision processes internal
to the consumer that are not directly observable. In this way,
z can be thought of as a partially observable MDP. Similarly,
the market price of energy p obeys a Markov model that is
difﬁcult to estimate and which may change with changing
market conditions. To address these problems we use an on
line learning algorithm. We use Q-learning [12] to illustrate
the approach because of its relative ubiquity and its intuitive

algorithm. Other approaches such as TD learning, and Least
Squares TD learning can also be used, but at additional
complexity, possible convergence issues and without providing
much additional intuitive insight.
Q-learning is an on line, reinforcement learning method to
approximate the value function V (Ω). Q-learning estimates
the value of a Q-function for each state-action pair (Ω, u).
The value functions and Q-functions are related by
V (Ω) = min Q(Ω, u).

(24)

u

At state Ω, Q-learning samples the the behavior of the system
in response to using control policy u and then updates an
estimate of the Q-function Q̂(Ω, u). The convergence properties of Q-learning can be described by using stochastic
approximation techniques [17]. A necessary condition for
convergence to the optimal Q-function is that all state action
pairs are continuously updated.
The Q-learning algorithm for a discretized version of (10)
is as follows:
1) At k = 0, initialize Q̂k (Ω, u) ∀ state-action pairs (Ω, u)
and select initial state Ω.
2) Choose u = arg min Q̂k (Ω, u) with probability 1 − αt ,
else let u be a random exploratory action.
3) Carry out action u. Let the next state be Ω , and the cost
be Φ(Ω, u). Update the Q̂ values

(25)
Q̂k+1 (Ω, u) = (1 − βk )Q̂k (Ω, u) +


= βk (Φ(Ω, u) + min Q̂(Ω , u))
u



4) Set the current state to Ω , increment k and go to step
2.
The parameter sequence 0 < βk < 1 is called the learning rate
and controls how new information is averaged with existing
estimates of the Q-function. Step 2 ensures that all state-action
pairs are continuously explored. Step 3 averages the current
estimate of the Q-function Q̂k (Ω, u) with the cost of choosing
action u and then following the best estimated optimal policy
thereafter. This results in a new estimate Q̂k+1 (Ω, u).
The sequence βk strongly inﬂuences the rate and type of
convergence of Q-learning. From stochastic approximation
it is known that with βk = k1 and under conditions on
the underlying Markov chains, the Q-learning algorithm will
converge with probability one. But since the learning parameter is decreasing, the Q-function estimates become less and
less responsive to new information. In practice, this means
the Q estimates will not adapt to changes in the underlying
probability distributions. An alternative used by CAES is to
use a small ﬁxed step size βk = b. It can be shown [21] that
Q̂k (Ω, u) converges to a region around the optimal Q values







P Q − Q̂k  ≥ α Q̂0 ≤ A1 (b) + A2 (Q̂0 ) exp(−h(b)k)
(26)
where Q̂0 is the initial estimate of the Q-function. The error
bound for the Q-function estimates decays exponentially with
the iteration index, but does not decay to zero. The term A1 (b)
is a decreasing function of the parameter b and can be made
arbitrarily small. The term A2 (Q̂0 ) exp(−h(b)k) reﬂects the
error in the initial estimate Q0 and decays exponentially. The
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TABLE I
R ELEVANT S IMULATION PARAMETERS

8

0.4
0.8
0.05
10, 0.6, 1
2, 0.2, 2
2, 0.1, 8

z(t)

Θ
γ
β
b1 , τ1 , d1
b2 , τ2 , d2
b3 , τ3 , d3

10

6
4
2
0

0

2

4

6

0

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

8

10

12

14

16

10

2

M

1

1

1

8

u(t)

1
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run the electric device

4
2

...
0
Fig. 2.

0

6

0

time

0

Fig. 3.

Example of DR scheduling induced by CAES.

Binary Markov processes modeling the electrical devices.

term h(b) is decreasing in b. Thus, b controls both the rate of
convergence and the accuracy of the estimates. The advantage
of this approach is that if the underlying probability structure
changes, then the algorithm will adapt to this change.
VI. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we present a numerical example of CAES.
As expected, CAES has the desired DR behavior, shifting
the time of operation and allocation of energy in response
to pricing signals. We also explore the impact of different
parameters on the behavior of the algorithm. For clarity, we
consider the simpliﬁed case with M = 3 independent devices.
Thus, devices are selected independently by consumers. We
discretize the variables x(t), y(t), z(t) and p(t) so the state
variable Ω(t) takes values on a bounded discrete state space.
The learning rate parameter is set to a constant βk = β̂. Table
I lists simulation parameters which are described below.
The dis-utility function captures the cost of waiting, see
Section II-A, and is Um (ym (t)) = ym (t)2 . This function
captures the dis-utility of the consumer of having to wait for
a device to ﬁnish its work. The longer a device is delayed, the
larger ym becomes, and the larger the dis-utility experienced
by the consumer. The objective is then
lim E

T →∞

T

t

γt

M

m

2
p(t)um (t)) + ym
(t)

.

(27)

As shown in Figure 1, the CAES algorithm is driven by two
exogenous process z(t) and p(t) and yields the energy control
process u(t). We ﬁrst describe how the input processes were
generated and then describe the performance of the algorithm.
The consumer selection process z(t) follows M independent
bursty Markov chains taking values of zero or one. (See Fig. 2
for a graphical representation.) If zm (t)=1, then dm units of
energy are requested by the system. The transition probabilities
are deﬁned as
1
(28)
P [zm (t + 1) = 0|zm (t) = 1] = ,
bm
τm
, (29)
P [zm (t + 1) = 1|zm (t) = 0] =
bm (1 − τm )

where bm and τm are the burstiness and the steady-state
probability of state 1. Likewise, the energy price process is
driven by a binary Markov chain.
Figure 3 shows a representative aggregate consumer selection trace and associated aggregate energy control policy trace
and illustrates the desired DR behavior. The vertical axis is
in normalized energy units and the horizontal axis units of
time. The upper plot is of 1T z(t) the total energy selected
by the consumer in time t. The lower plot is 1T u(t) the total
energy allocated by the CAES algorithm at time t. In time
period one, a consumer selects a device requiring 2 units of
energy and the optimal control policy allocates approximately
this quantity, reﬂecting CAES’s estimate that current energy
prices are lower than future prices. In time period two, a
consumer selects a device requiring 10 units of energy and
CAES defers allocating this energy until several periods later,
reﬂecting CAES’s estimate that current prices are higher than
estimated future prices. Similarly, energy use is time shifted
from periods 3 and 4 to later periods. Note that the deferral of
energy allocation increases the value of y(t) in the next timeperiods, reﬂecting a larger dissatisfaction of the consumer.
Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the behavior of CAES as parameters are adjusted. In Figure 4 average energy cost per period is
graphed against different values of the parameter λ for three
different values of θ. We recall that λ controls the tradeoff
between the importance of the ﬁnancial cost and dis-utility
function. The larger λ, the more important the satisfaction of
the consumer. The dotted line is the normalized energy cost
if no scheduling is done and devices are run when selected
u(t) = z(t). As can be seen, CAES reduces energy costs
for all values of the parameters selected. As λ is increased,
the effective cost of delay is increased, causing the algorithm
to less aggressively reschedule devices, resulting in greater
energy costs. As θ is increased, the average pending energy
increases. This has the effect of increasing the cost of delay
and decreasing average energy usage.
While CAES has the effect of reducing energy costs, it
does so at the cost of delaying selected device operation.
An aggregate measure of this is the average pending energy
backlog E[1T x]. Figure 5 shows the average pending energy
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3

Av. energy cost

5.5
5
4.5
4
Average energy cost
Average energy cost CAES θ=0.1
Average energy cost CAES θ=0.4
Average energy cost CAES θ=0.7

3.5
3
0.1

0.2

0.3

λ

0.4

0.5

0.6

Av. pending workload

6

E[x(t)]
E[x(t)] CAES θ=0.1
E[x(t)] CAES θ=0.4
E[x(t)] CAES θ=0.7

2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
0.1

0.2

0.3

λ

0.4

0.5

0.6

Fig. 4. Financial cost as a function of the tradeoff parameter λ. The parameter
setting is reported in Table I.

Fig. 5. Pending energy as a function of the tradeoff parameter λ. The
parameter setting is reported in Table I.

backlog as a function of different values of λ. As before,
the dotted line corresponds to the policy u(t) = z(t). As
λ increases, the average pending energy backlog decreases,
reﬂecting the increased cost of delay and mirroring the results
of ﬁgure 4. As θ is increased, the average pending backlog
decreases, reﬂecting the impact of the smoothing parameter
on the dis-utility functions.
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VII. C ONCLUSION
CAES is an energy management system for residential demand response applications. CAES reduces average residential
energy costs and smooths energy usage. The approach is based
on Q-learning and learns the impact of future energy prices and
possible future consumer device selections on current energy
decisions. The underlying probabilistic models are assumed
Markov, but the underlying transition probabilities are not
assumed known. Because of the constant learning parameter,
CAES converges to a region around the optimum Q-functions.
As a consequence, CAES adapts to changes in a consumer’s
preferences or the probabilistic structure of energy market
pricing. Simulations demonstrate that the proposed algorithm
enables a reduction of the average end-user ﬁnancial cost
up to 40% with respect to price-unaware energy allocation.
Moreover, it effectively avoids pricing peaks and smooths the
energy expense, with a beneﬁcial effect to the overall utility
network and the consumer.
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